
C Transverse Vibrations of a Beam

In applying elasticity theory to study the transverse vibrations of a beam, one encounters the equation

where is related to the displacement of the beam at position x; the constant E is Young’s
modulus; I is the area moment of inertia, which we assume is constant; is the constant mass per
unit length of the beam; and is a positive parameter to be determined. We can simplify the equa-
tion by letting that is, we consider

(5)

When the beam is clamped at each end, we seek a solution to (5) that satisfies the boundary conditions

(6)

where L is the length of the beam. The problem is to determine those nonnegative values of r for
which equation (5) has a nontrivial solution that satisfies (6). To do this, proceed as
follows:

(a) Show that there are no nontrivial solutions to the boundary value problem (5)–(6) when

(b) Represent the general solution to (5) for in terms of sines, cosines, hyperbolic
sines, and hyperbolic cosines.

(c) Substitute the general solution obtained in part (b) into the equations (6) to obtain four
linear algebraic equations for the four coefficients appearing in the general solution.

(d) Show that the system of equations in part (c) has nontrivial solutions only for those
values of r satisfying

(7)

(e) On the same coordinate system, sketch the graphs of cosh(rL) and sec(rL) versus r for
L � 1 and argue that equation (7) has an infinite number of positive solutions.

(f ) For L � 1, determine the first two positive solutions to (7) numerically, and plot the
corresponding solutions to the boundary value problem (5)–(6). [Hint: You may want
to use Newton’s method in Appendix B.]

D Higher-Order Difference Equations

Difference equations occur in mathematical models of physical processes and as tools in numerical
analysis. The theory of linear difference equations parallels the theory of linear differential equations.
Using the results of this chapter as models, both for the statements of theorems and for their proofs,
we can develop a theory for linear difference equations.

A Kth order linear difference equation is an equation of the form

(8)

where and gn are defined for all nonnegative integers n. By a solution to (8) we
mean a sequence of real numbers that satisfies (8) for all integers n 0.EynFqn�0

aK AnB, . . . , a0 AnB,aK AnByn�K � aK�1 AnByn�K�1 � p � a1 AnByn�1 � a0 AnByn � gn,  n  0,

cosh ArLB � sec ArLB  .

r 7 0
r � 0.

Ay AxB [ 0B
y A0B � y� A0B � 0  and  y ALB � y� ALB � 0  ,

yA4B AxB � r4y AxB � 0  .

r 4 J gl /EI;
l

g

y AxBEIy A4B AxB � gly AxB � 0  ,
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(a) Prove the following existence and uniqueness result.

Theorem Let c0, c1, . . . , be given constants and assume that for all
integers Then there exists a unique solution to (8) that satisfies the initial
conditions [Hint: Begin by solving for yK in terms
of ]

(b) The homogeneous equation associated with (8) is

(9)

Prove that any linear combination of solutions to (9) is also a solution to (9). (By a
linear combination of sequences and we mean a sequence of the form

where a, b are constants.)

(c) An analog of the Wronskian for difference equations is the Casoratian of K sequences

(10)

Prove the following representation theorem.

Theorem Assume for all integers and let be any K
solutions to (9) satisfying

(11)

for all integers Then every solution to (9) can be expressed in the form

where are constants.

(d) When the ’s are independent of n—that is, when are constants—
then equation (8) (or (9)) is said to have constant coefficients. In this case, equation (9)
looks like

(12)

Show that equation (12) has a solution of the form yn = rn, where is a fixed
number (real or complex), if and only if r satisfies the auxiliary equation

(13)

In parts (e) through (h), use the results of parts (c) and (d) and your experience with linear differ-
ential equations with constant coefficients to find a “general solution” to the given homogeneous
difference equation. When necessary, use Euler’s formula to obtain real-valued solutions.

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h) yn�3 � 3yn�2 � 3yn�1 � yn � 0.

yn�3 � 3yn�2 � 4yn�1 � 2yn � 0.

yn�3 � 4yn�2 � 5yn�1 � 2yn � 0.

yn�3 � yn�2 � 4yn�1 � 4yn � 0.

aKr K � aK�1r
K�1 � . . . � a1r � a0 � 0 .

r � 0

aKyn�K � aK�1yn�K�1 � . . . � a0yn � 0 .

aK, aK�1, . . . , a0aj AnBC1, . . . CK

yn � C1yn
A1B � C2yn

A2B � . . . � CKyn
AKB ,

n  0.

�n 3 Eyn
(1)F, . . . , Eyn

(K)F 4 � 0

Eyn
A1BF, . . . , Eyn

AKBFn  0,aK(n) � 0

y A1Bn y A2Bn
p y AKBn

y A1Bn�1 y A2Bn�1
p y AKBn�1

   o o    o
y A1Bn�K�1 y A2Bn�K�1

p y AKBn�K�1

�n 3 Eyn
(1)F, . . . , Eyn

(K)F 4 :�
Eyn

(1)F, Eyn
(2)F, . . . , Eyn

(K)F:
Eayn � bznFqn�0,

EznFqn�0EynFqn�0

aK AnByn�K � aK�1 AnByn�K�1 � p � a0 AnByn � 0,  n  0.

yK�1, . . . , y0.
y0 � c0, y1 � c1, . . . , yK�1 � cK�1.

EynFn  0.
aK AnB � 0cK�1
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In 1202 the mathematician Fibonacci (Leonardo da Pisa) modeled the growth of a
rabbit population by assuming that each mating pair produces one new pair 
(one male, one female) every month. A newly-born pair of rabbits, one male, one
female, are put in a field, and they begin mating at the age of one month. (And, in this
Utopian setting, they are immortal.)

(i) Show that the numbers of pairs of rabbits yn after n months satisfies the difference
equation system

(14)

(j) Equations (14) generate the Fibonacci sequence 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, . . . . Show that

The number is known as the golden ratio. If you rough-sketch a rectangle, without think-
ing about it, its sides will probably be in the proportion 1.618; it’s just a aesthetically appealing
dimension. (The Parthenon’s dimensions conform to the golden ratio. Next time you visit Athens,
you will understand.)

Many biological phenomena can be modeled by Fibonacci’s rule (14), and you will see the
sequence appearing in tree branching, arrangement of leaves on a stem, pineapple and artichoke
fruitlets, ferns, pine cones, honeybee populations, and nautilus spirals. For further discussion visit
the web site http://www.maths.surrey.ac.uk/hosted-ites/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fibInArt.html

f

yn �
fn � A�fB�n

25
 ,   where f �

1 � 25
2

� 1.618 .

yn�2 � yn�1 � yn ,  y0 � 0,  y1 � 1 .
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